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Aggiornamento android 10 huawei mate 20 lite

Huawei has released the EMUI 10 beta update for the Huawei Mate 20 series smartphone in China. Today, the company expanded its EMUI 10 beta program in Europe. Chinese telecommunications technology began recruiting Huawei Mate 20 Lite and Mate 20 X EMUI 10 (Android 10). Check here to download and install emui 10
(Android 10) beta updates on Huawei Mate 20 Lite.The early stages of this beta recruitment are limited to 400 beta tests. The user's participant size will be increased in the future. To remind you, the Huawei Mate 20 Lite is expected to have a stable Android 10 update in the second quarter of 2020. Once the beta program for the device is
up and about, one can expect the update earlier than scheduled. To make yourself eligible for the EMUI 10 beta program, make sure that the Mate 20 Lite is the latest version i.e. EMUI 9.1.0.245. You can manually test the version from the Settings path &gt; System &gt; System Update.You can sign up for the Huawei Mate 20 Lite EMUI
10 beta recruitment on Huawei's official Beta testing app and follow the same instructions in the app. To make things simple for you, here we have a step-by-step guide to sign up for mate 20 Lite's Android 10 beta program. Also read: How to download and install EMUI 10 Update on any Huawei phone and Honor [Beta] Android 10-based
EMUI 10 ROM brings some new features and changes in the user interface including dark mode, magazine-Style UI layout, Morandi UI color system, and more. Check out the full list of EMUI 10.How features to download and install the EMUI 10 / Android 10 beta update on Huawei Mate 20 LiteSpall the APK file of the Huawei Beta test
app on your device. Navigate to an APK file and install it on your device. Open the Huawei beta app. Agree to the necessary terms and conditions. Sign in with your Huawei Id. Join the beta program by directing to the individual from the bottom tabs. Now you need to opt in to the project &gt; available projects. Here you will see the EMUI
10.0 beta campaign. Simply click Subscribe and you're done! Once selected, Huawei will start pushing the Android 10 update through OTA. Enjoy! If you're one of the Huawei Mate 20 Lite users who have installed the Android 10 beta update, then don't forget to share your experience in the comments below. New updated sources are
being added at the bottom of this story....... The original story (published on January 28, 2020) follows: Huawei launched the Mate 20 Lite in 2018 with some pretty good configurations. For example, the Kirin 710, 4/6 GB of RAM, a 3,750 mAh battery, a 6.3-inch screen, a dual rear camera with a 20 MP main shooter. Huawei Mate 20 Lite
Besides, it comes with Android 8.1 Oreo out of the box and is updated to Android 9 Pie then, users are eagerly waiting for the latest Android 10 update. And as a Sigh of relief, Huawei began recruiting EMUI 10 (Android 10) beta for Mate 20 Lite users in Europe in October 2019. Finally, the EMUI 10 stable update has been achieved for
november 2019. However, global users have been waiting to get their hands on the latest EMUI 10 based on Android 10 and it seems the wait will finally be over. As in a recent development, in an official Twitter post, when one of the Huawei Mate 20 Lite users asked about the EMUI 10 (Android 10) update for the device, Huawei officially
replied that the update will begin its global deployment starting next month, i.e. February 2020. Check out the tweet below: Hi Sabelo, the EMUI10 update for the Huawei Mate 20 Lite will begin its global launch next month. Stay tuned! (Source) Huawei Mate 20 Lite EMUI 10 update to February globally But what is more interesting is that
some users have reported that they have received the EMUI 10 update (Android 10). You can check the tweet below from one of the users in Turkey where the update came with the V10.0.0.170 version number. Source Other regions have yet to confirm the arrival of this EMUI 10 (Android 10) update for the device. During this time, we
can only wait and see for next month when the update is expected to reach all units globally. We will keep you in the loop until we have more information on this issue. In the meantime, you can check out our dedicated Huawei section to read similar stories around smartphones and Huawei and Honor devices. Update 1 (06/02/2020) And
as expected, the deployment of emui 10 (Android 10) for Huawei Mate 20 Lite is currently live. It appears to come with version number V10.0.0.170 and is currently being discovered in Turkey while other areas are expected to soon get it. Source Update 2 (12/02) According to the source, Huawei has stepped up the EMUI 10 (Android 10)
update for Mate 20 Lite users in Serbia. The update is expected to be available soon in other areas where it has not arrived yet. Huawei Mate 20 is updated EMUI 10 in Serbia (Source) Updated on 3rd (13/02) Huawei is gradually promoting emui 10 update (Android 10) for Mate 20 Lite users globally. Recently, the update was detected in
Romania. Source Update 4 (February, 21) Updates are now available to device users in the Netherlands too. Update 5 (04/03) The update is now also available in France. Source Update 6 (06/03) The update is currently being pushed for New Zealand and coming up with version number V10.0.0170. Source Update 7 (March 7) The EMUI
10 update is now also live in Chile. It came in V10.0.0.178 and weighed about 4.02 GB. Source Update 8 (March 12) EMUI 10 for the device currently living in Switzerland. Thanks for sharing the information and screengrab Z. Peraic. Update 9 (March 16) Users in the Dominican Republic have also started receiving EMUI 10 for their
devices. Update 10 (17 April) The EMUI 10 update is currently live in the UK. Update 11 (16/05) Emui 10 update for Mate 20 lite is currently being streamed for Movistar users in Mexico. PiunikaWeb started out as a complete investigative technology press focus primarily on 'breaking' or 'exclusive' news. In no time, our story was picked up
by the likes of Forbes, Foxnews, Gizmodo, TechCrunch, Engadget, The Verge, Macrumors, and many others. Want to know more about us? Come here. Want to work for PiunikaWeb? You'll be happy to know we're hiring. All ready for EMUI 11, those smartphones that are compatible with Huawei's new user interface, but be careful that
the Chinese company meets even the oldest and switches to EMUI 10, these are smartphones ready for this upgrade too. Emui 11 and 10 Huawei Emui 10 P30 update - all versions including P30, P30 Lite and P30 Pro. Mate 20 - all versions include Mate 20, Mate 20 Lite, Mate 20 Pro, Mate 20X, Mate 20 Porsche Design RS. Mate 10 –
all versions do not include Mate 10 Lite (then Mate 10, Mate 10 Pro and Mate RS Porsche Design). Only P20 - P20 and P20 Pro. P Smart 2019 - Smart P 2019, P Smart+ 2019 and P Smart Z versions. Nova – specifically 5T, 5, 5 Pro, Nova 5i, Nova 4 and Nova 4e. Huawei Y - Prime 2019, Y7 Pro 2019, Y6 2019, Y9 2019, Y7 2019, Y7 Pro
2019. Honor – 9X, 9X Pro, 20, 20 Pro, 20 Lite, View 10, View 20, 10, 10GT, Note 10, Play, 8X, 8C, Magic 2, 10 Lite, 8A and 10 Youth Edition. Emui 11 Mate 30 – all Pro, Mate 30 and Mate 30 Lite (also RS Porsche Edition). Mate 20 – all versions, excluding Lite. Mate X. P40 – each P40 Pro, P40 Pro+ and P40 Lite. P30 and P30 Pro. Nova
– 5i, 5i Pro, 5Z, 5 Pro, 5T, 6 and 6 5G. You may also be interested in whatsApp stops working on Android 3, here are which smartphones are compatible To the long-awaited Android update for the Huawei Mate 20 Lite. Here's what to know about it and how to install it on your device. Huawei Mate 20 Lite appears important Android update
CURIOUS PHOTOS Finally there is good news even for owners Huawei Mate 20 Lite. After brother Mate 20 Pro, now even Lite, who is looking forward to the arrival of Android 10, can the winning singer. In recent days, several devices have received the first notification, regarding the update to emui 10 version, the number of recognizable
builds 10.0.0.148 READ ALSO -&gt; Whatsapp | Complete support for millions of Huawei Mate 20 Lite smartphones, how to install a new Android update The package contains about 4 GB of data, so we recommend downloading over wifi and charging the battery. The changes and news of this update will affect both the operating system
and the interface of Huawei, of course the build will also update the security patches. Of course, do not be impatient, the message can come in a day as well as for a week. If you want to check for the presence of updates independently, you can do so through the settings -&gt; SYSTEM – &gt; SOFTWARE UPDATES. READ MORE -&gt;
WhatsApp: Dark mode coming soon READ MORE –Help &gt;: how to send photos on WhatsApp without reducing
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